SHAPES ON THE RINK
Overview
Hockey is a game of shapes and
angles. The rink has lines and
markings of various shapes, and
players often arrange themselves
into triangles or squares to create
effective passing lanes or
defensive positioning. This lesson
uses the hockey rink to help
students learn about shapes.

Math Learning Objective: I can identify the shapes that
are part of a hockey rink. (~30 minutes)

Materials
• Washington Capitals Handouts:
Shapes on the Rink; Halves and
Fourths
• Writing utensils, crayons/
colored pencils

Essential Question
What shapes does a hockey rink
have?

Standards
CCSS 1.G.A.1 Distinguish between
defining attributes (e.g., triangles are
closed and three-sided) versus nondefining attributes (e.g., color, orientation,
overall size); build and draw shapes to
possess defining attributes.
CCSS 1.G.A.3 Partition circles and
rectangles into two and four equal shares,
describe the shares using the words
halves, fourths, and quarters, and use the
phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of.
Describe the whole as two of, or four of
the shares. Understand for these
examples that decomposing into more
equal shares creates smaller shares.
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Warm Up
1. Project the image above and have students raise their hands to
share a shape that they see on the rink (e.g., circle, rectangle).
2. Have students count the circles together, aloud, as you point them
out. (The dots count as circles.)
3. Challenge students to come to the board to outline or show shapes
that they see. Discuss the shapes they identify (e.g., “How many
sides does a triangle have?” and “Here are the sides.”) Correct their
labels and guide their thinking, as necessary.
4. Show a short clip of a face off happening inside a circle and
explain that these markings on the rink help players and referees
know where to be during a game.
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Activity
1. Assign students to groups of four and provide each group with a
ball of yarn (or a piece long enough to stretch between all the
students in the group). Have each student hold on to a piece of the
yarn with enough space to stand a few feet apart.

Differentiation
Support
• Provide groups with cards that

have the shapes drawn on
them before you ask them to
create the shapes with yarn
• Outline shapes on the Shapes

of the Rink handout before
distributing and have students
color them in
Challenge
• For Shapes on the Rink, have

students count all the triangles
they can find (requires
advanced spatial reasoning)
• For Halves and Fourths, have

students identify and color
more halves and fourths
Extensions
• Have a 5-minute challenge

break where students label
various shapes in your
classroom (verbally or with
sticky notes cut into basic
shapes)

2. Challenge groups to form triangles and squares out of the yarn: “A
triangle has three sides and three points; how would you create a
yarn triangle?” Demonstrate with one group. When triangles are
formed, have a student walk the perimeter counting sides aloud.
Then do squares.
3. Encourage students to swap positions and try making shapes a few
times. Point out that, depending on where they stand, how the
triangle looks might change but it is still a triangle if it is a closed
shape with three sides.
4. Distribute the handout Shapes on the Rink and lead a discussion
about the information on the handout. Project the image on screen
(or walk around the room to do this) and trace some of the dotted
line shapes with your finger, as you review the rink image.
5. Read the tasks on the page aloud; ask for and answer questions.
6. Give the students enough time to complete the activities on the
Shapes on the Rink handout. Then have them share their shapes with
a partner.
7. Review the handout Halves and Fourths. Ask students for
examples of things they can split in half (e.g., a sandwich, a piece of
paper, a cookie). Review the concept of fourths.
8. Give the students enough time to complete the activities on the
Halves and Fourths handout. Check and discuss answers as a class.

Assessment
1. Check the completed handouts: Shapes on the Rink and Halves
and Fourths.
2. Have each student share one shape he or she found and colored. If
you have a document camera, this would be a great time to use it.
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NAME __________________________

SHAPES ON THE RINK

MAKE THESE SHAPES BY TRACING SOME OF THE DOTTED LINES:
1. Make a square. Color the square blue.
2. Make a triangle. Color the triangle red.
3. Make a rectangle. Color the rectangle grey.
BONUS QUESTION
How many circles are on the rink? ____________________
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HALVES and FOURTHS
Identify how much of each circle is shaded.
Circle half or fourth or quarter to say how much of each circle is shaded.
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